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Variations of fortnightly catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) of Sardinella maderenris off the Ivory Coast i s  studied both 
in time and in space-time. Using multivariate time series models, lagged values of coastal sea surface temperature 
(ssn and salinity explain 33% of the variation of CPUE during this period. When optimal transformations are 
estimated, 55% of the variance i s  explained. The optimal transformations suggest that good catch rates are a s s  
ciated with local upwelling or oceanic frontal structures. However, the model differs significantly from previous 
models that examine the CPUE for the combined catches of the fleet. The model is  shown to produce reasonable 
forecasts for the next two years. In space-lirne, evidence i s  presented that suggests that the migration of the fish 
b e m n  areas i s  related to niovement of structures in the ocean. The relationships between CPUE and the envi- 
ronment are again highly nonlinear, so that linear analpis, such as correlation analysis, will be of limited use in 
examining these questions. 

On & d i e  dans le temps ainsi que dans I'espace et le temp les variations des prises par unit6 deffort (PPUE) de 
Sardinella maderensis obseweeS A tous les quinre jours au large de la C6te d'lvoire. Quand on utilise des d i e s  
de &ies chronologiques 3 plusieurs variables. les valeurs decal& de la TMS et de la salinite p r k  des c&es 
expliqwnt 33 % de la variation des PPUE observee pendant cette p6riode. L'estimation des transformations 
optimales permet d'expliqwr 55 % de la variance. Ces transformations donnent 3 penser que de bons taux de 
capture sont associb A une remont& locale ou 3 des fronts oceaniqws. Cependant, le d i e  diH& sensible- 
ment des modeler pr&&knts qui 6tudient les PPUE en fonction des p r i m  regroup& de la flottille. On montre 
qw le modele foumit des pr6visions raimnables pour les deux prochaines a n n k .  Sur le pian spatieternpod, 
on m t e  des faits qui portent 3 croire que la migration de ce poisson entre les secteurs est li& au d e p i a c m t  
de S~NCIUWS dans I'oc6an. Les relations fonctionnelles entre les PPUE et I'environnement mt une fois de plus 
fortement non lineaires. de sorte que I'analw lieaire, comme I'analyse de corrdation, sera dune utilite res- 
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treinte pour 1'6tude de ces questions. 
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n a previous paper (Mendelssohn and Cury 1987) we studied 
the temporal dynamics of the combined pelagic species of I the fshes off the Ivory Coast and how environmental pro- 

cesses affected the combined species dynamics. ignoring my 
spatial dynamics. The is mason to believe, however. that the 
dynunics of the combined species. which is of the greatest 
hporhmx to the fleet, may differ from the dynanua of my 
individual s p i e s .  If the biology of the individual species dif- 
fas  significantly, only broad oceanographic praresses may 
appear to be affecting the dynamics, while different. more local 
7 may be affecting a particular species. T h a t f a .  in 
ths paper, we focus our attention on the dynamics of h e  catch 
Rtes of the dominant pelagic species caught in this uep. h- 
dinella maderemis. 

Determining the factors that affect c b g c s  in pelagic fsh 
.bundancc. availability. and dismbution, is complicated since 
the fish show a preference both for attain contemponmous 
environmerltal conditions as well as for a particular history of 
the water masses and their food content (Mendclssohp a d  Roy 
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1986; Cury and Roy 1987; Mendelssohn and Cury 1987). A 
purely spatial analysis would blur these feanuts. suggesting 
little relationship with the environment. Thus a dynamic, tcm- 
pod approach is required. 

The continental shelf off the Ivory Coast is . f i e c t e d  by two 
upwelling seasons: a main season that occm uwnd June to 
September and a d e r ,  shoner season around January and 
F;ebruary (Modi& 1970; Picput 1983). Both sea surface tem- 
perature and salinity in this a m  vary seasonally and the intra- 
year variabiility in fish availability has been shown to be influ- 
enced by this variability (MarcM 1967). Marchal and picaut 
(1977) present evidence that the strength of the local upwelling 
off the Ivory Coast, which is partly influenced by the config- 
mtion of the continental shelf, induces differential pelagic fish 
distributions. These fish distributions will fluctuate in space due 
to the dynamics of the water masses (MarcM1%7; ORSTOW 
FRU 1976). Thus a temporal approach by iuelf also is not suf- 
ficient to explain the variability in fish availability -a spatial 
approach is required. 
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Understanding inha-year variations in indices such as catch- 
pa-unit effort (CPUE) that reflect availability or abundance of 
a fish species is important to fisheries management. Studies 
have suggested that environmental conditions affect availability 
.nd hence fishing SUCC~SS (see for example Belveze and Erzini 
1983). During any given year there are probably several envi- 
m e n t a l  factors that may influence fish availability, such as: 
-temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, water mass bound- 
be, color and turbidity of the water, river outflows etc. (Bakun 
md M s h  1980; Laevastu and Hayes 1981). Robust forecasts 
for fisheries need to be based on an understanding of the pro- 
asses involved and should also help to clarify and increase our 
understanding of how the climatic factors influence the fish 
population. 

Our interest in this paper is to determine the environmental 
proasscs that are important to the dynamics of S. maderensis, 
the form of thesc relationships, and to see to what extent spatial 
rggregatiOn of fisheries data distorts these relationships. We 
d y z c .  using catch rate data, the changes in CPUE of this 
species through time, beating the entire ana in aggregate, as 
wcll as the spatial-kmporal dynamics of the s p i e s ,  that is the 
changes in time as well as the simultaneous changes in the dis- 
tribution in space. As indicators of the environment we use sea 
surface temperature (SST), the sea temperature at 5 m depth 
(SSTSM) and salinity at 5 m depth (SALSM). These variables 
me chosen bbcause they arc the most complete and readily 
milable environmental series and because they tend to reflect 
boad changes in the ocean environment. 

Our models lead us to the conclusion that the dynamics of 
80 individual species may differ considerably from that of an 
rssrmblage of related species. The interpretation of possible 
clllsal mechanisms affecting the population dynamics also dif- 
fas when we examine the species in space and time, rather than 
in either dimension alone. We also examine the ability of the 
spatially aggrrgated model to provide forecasts of future catch 
lz&!s. 

Methods 

As in our previous paper, our main methods of analysis arc 
multivariate time series techniques. We fill in missingdata using 
M dgorithm of Shumway and Stoffer (1982). This algorithm 
fitt to thc data an autoregressive (AR) model (in this case of 
lag 2) of the form: 

(1) Mt)=Wt-  1 ) + W  

c2) Y(r) = HNr) + vir) ,  
vberc Mt)  is a pdimensional vector of the underlying popu- 
lrtion at time 1. fir) is a qdimensional vector of the observed 
du. H is a q x p  known matrix, A is a p x p  matrix of panm- 
ctcrs to be estimated, w(r) is an independent, identically dis- 
tributed random vector distributed as n o d  (0.Q) and v is an 
indeptndmt, identically distributed random vector distributed 
as normal (08) .  The algorithm w s  a variant of the EM algci- 
nthm (Dempster et al. 1977) to find maximum likelihood esti- 
rmtcsofA,Q. andRaswellasminimummeansquarcestimaces 
of& xfr ) .  A rationale for using AR(2) models is given in Men- 
delssohn and Cury (1987). 
To find local tnnd lines in the data we use the UlWEsS 

rattcrplot smoother (Cleveland 1979). This smoother is a two 
pass algorithm. In the first pars, each point is estimated using 
I mightcd regression of all points within a given neighborhood 
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FIG. 1. Location of PMS studid off the Ivory Coast. 

of the point to be estimated. "le second step comcts the esti- 
mate for outliers. 

Given data from a set of k time series. we consider a class 
of stochastic difference quations called vector autoregressive 
moving average models (or ARMA models for short) of the 
form v ia0  and Box 198 I ) 

(3) @ p ) Z ,  = e,(B)a,. 
where 
(4) @ , , ( E ) = / - @ $ - .  . . -  @,,B". 
( 5 )  e p ) = / - e , B - .  . .- eqp 
are matrix polynomials in B .  the a's and 8's arc & x & matrices, 
z, = 2, - T) is the vector of deviations from some origin T) that is 
the mean if the series is stationary, and {a,) with 
a,= (a ,,,. . .,a,,) is a sequence of random shock vectors, iden- 
tically. independently and normally distributed with zero mean 
and covariance matrix I. We follow the identification and esti- 
mation scheme described in Tiao and Box (1981) and Tiao et 
al. ( I  980). also used in our previous paper (Mendelssohn and 
Cury 1987). 

We emphasize that throughout the paper we f i t  true multi- 
variate models, not transfer-function or so called ARMAX 
models. There arc some technical differences between the two 
models, which arc most important when we arc looking at 
space-time dynamics and arc modeling both CPUE and the 
environment. Vector ARMA models. since they include the 
intcmction between all thc variables, tend to better take into 
account the intercorrelations between various different envi- 
ronmental series. These points are discussed further in Tiao md 
Box (1981. p. 804) and in Tiao et al. (1980). 

At points in the paper we also use a subset autoregression 
pmccdure developed by Akaike (Akaike et al. 1979) to help 
identify the appropriate model form for estimation. This is a 
complicated procedure bascd on the Hourholder transforma- 
tion and the AIC information measure and the d e r  is referred 
to the reference for a complete demiption of it. 

Most tcchniquessuchasregressionfitalincar.additiwmode1 
to the data of the form 

N 

(6) Y(t)=u+ Pjx,O)+efr). 

A simple, natural extension is to fit additive models of the form 

(7) Tw)) = a  + S , ~ W  + W ,  

when T( ) and the si( ) arc possible nonlinear transformations 

I -  I 

N 

I -  I 
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TABLE I .  Values of the cocffciencs of the multivariate AR(2) model uscd to estimate missing values 
in the CPUE time series. 

h a  4 Arcas Area6 Area7 
CPUE CPUE CPUE CPUE 

Arca ( 1 - 1 )  (1-2) ( 1 - 1 )  0 - 2 )  ( r - I )  (1-2) ( 1 - 1 )  (1-2)  
~~ 

4 0.03 0.04 -0.05 0.04 -0.19 0.43 0.29 0.29 
5 -0.05 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.27 0.05 0.13 
6 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.13 0.36 0.22 0.04 -0.01 
I 0.08 0.08 0.10 -0.19 -0.22 0.51 0.26 0.42 
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of the data. In most problems, the form of these functions is 
not known a priori. The ACE (Alternating conditional Expec- 
trtionS) algorithm of Breiman and Friedman (1985) empirically 
estimates the tnursformations that will have the smallest nor- 
nulittd residual emr. In the bivariate case. this is equivalent 
to finding the transformations that produce the highest com- 
Ltion. As the method is empirical, the form of each transfor- 
mrtiOn is found by plotting the f r a n s f o d  data versus the orig- 
irul data. In the fisheries literature this algorithm has been used 

cohn and Mendo (1987). 
Data 
Biological Data 

' h e  pelagic fishery off the Ivory Coast has been demibed 
peviously (Marchal 1967; FA0 1974. 1982). and Fontern 

SUCCCSS~UII~ by M e n d ~ l ~ ~ h n  and CUV (1987) and Mendels- 

and Marchal (1970) describe the data colkction and data 
summarization procedures. Sardinella maderensis is the 
primary species exploited by the purse seiners b a d  in Abidjan. 
llx avenge annual landings of S. maderensis ue about 10 O00 
t (mean for 196M2); this is appmximatcly 50% of the total 
lvoirian catch of small pelagic species. 

For purposes of our analysis, the Gulf of Guinea off the ivory 
Coast was divided into eight axas each one degree in longitude 
and extending from 4% of latitude to the coastline (Fig. 1). 
Measures of effort based on the time the boats spent searching 
for fish have been calculated using the method described in 
Fonteneau and Marchal (1970). CPUE for axas 4 to 7 was 
calculated for each fortnight from 1966 to 1982. (Fortnights in 

Therefore each "fortnight" can vary in duration by up to several 
this context periods Of om-hdf month, Mt Of 2 Wk. 
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TABLE 2. Parameters estimate and SE of the model using SSTSM and 
SALSM time senes. 

Period 196&1982 

la Parameten Estimate SE 
- 

I LNCPUE 
SST5M 
SALSM 

2 LNCPUE 
SSTSM 
SALSM 

4 LNCPUE 
SST5M 
SALSM 

5 LNCPUE 
SSTSM 
SALSM 

6 LNCPUE 
SSTSM 
S U M  

13 LNCPUE 
SSTSM 
SALSM 

0.304 0.049 
- 0.057 0.025 

0.028 0.012 
0.144 0.048 

-0.098 0.042 

- 0.078 0.026 
0.120 0.053 
0.192 0.046 

0.073 

- 0.062 0.014 

days). Arcas 4 to 7 are those where most of the catch of S. 
mudereasis was taken. CPUE for each area was calculated by 
dividing the total catch in that area by the total scarch tlme for 
(hc boats in that area for the entire fortnight. 
Mendelssohn and Cury (1987) discuss this measure of CPUE 

.ad possible problems that can arise when using it as a measure 
of local abundance. These problems arc further compounded 
in this instance bccause it is not clear how to partition the 

ma&remi.r. Using total effort as we do in this paper is not a 
completely satisfying alternative, b u s e  the fishermen fish for 
mrny species and for many periods, so the level of effon may 
be independent of the abundance of S. madereasis due to the 
pmscncc of other species in the area. 

'he CPUE time series has missing data points, because an 
absence of fishing effort does not necessarily imply an absence 
offish. Each of thcarras4-7 has about 1Wof the data missing. 
' h e  estimated parameten of the AR(2) model given in equations 
(1) d (2). used to fill in the data (Table I).  suggest a wcst to 
ust migration and possible return. For example. CPUE in area 
4 is significantly influenced by CPUE in utas 6 and 7 both 1 
.od 2 fortnight earlier (the last four values of the first row of 
ch: table) while area 7 is influenced by the past history of areas 
6 md 7 and to some extent that of area 5 (the last row of the 
tabk). 
Use of the completed data series in forming the space-time 

model will introduce more bias than in Mendelssohn and Cury 
(1987). due to some circularity in the proass. The missing 
nlues of CPUE art estimated by an AR(2) model based on 
CPUE in all the areas during the sumnding time periods. Thus 
atimattS of inter-area migations might be affected by the 
filled-in data. Also. as only one species is being investigated, 
thae art many more periods where then was effort but no catch 
of this particular species. This in- the likelihood that the 
farm of the relationships is nonlinear, and that simple linear 
tools such as cornlation studies or regression-like models will 
not be adequate. However, as only 10% of the data arc missing, 
thc fdled-in data would have to have high lemage to gnatly 
affect the final parameter estimates. As a further assurance that 

IIYISW of effort to reflect the effort expended only for S. 
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FIG. 3. Estimated optimal transformations of CPUE forpdicting spa- 
tially aggregated CPUE. 

the filled-in values have not unduly influenced our nsults, we 
checked the stability of our parameter estimates to the inclusion 
or deletion of data and compared our results for consistency 
with independent observations on the fishery. 

The AR(2) model estimated by the missing data algorithm 
produces smoothed estimates of the data. including observation 
error. The smoothed values in each area (not shown) arc close 
to the observed values when both exist and arc consistent with 
other areas when one area has data and the second area does 
not. The completed time series of CPUE for each area were 
formed by substituting the smoothed estimate for each missing 
data point (see below). 

A time series of CPUE aggregated across areas was calculated 
as the catch for all areas divided by the total effort (Fig. 2a). 
The localized trend, calculated using the L O W S  scatterplot 
smoother (Cleveland 1979), shows a slight dip in 1970. a slight 
rise and then a dip in 1972-73. and then a steady rise in CPUE 
to 1977. From mid-I977 onward, the trend has been downward 
until the start of an upturn in 1982. 

Environmental Data 

The environmental series consisted of SST data collected by 
merchant ships in the BMS and SST5M and SALSM collacted 
by the Centre de Recherche Wanographiquc of Abidjan al a 
coastal station near Abidjan. Mean values were calculated for 
each fortnight to coincide with the fisheries data and missing 
data were filled in as in Mendelssohn and Cury (1987). SST 
aggregated across areas was calculated as the mean of the SST 
data by area. 

The SST5M time series (Fig. 2b) shows a slight cooling trend 
until the end of 1967 followed by a slight warming trend until 
mid 1969. Since then then is no long-term bmd in the data. 
The years 1969. 1973, 1978. and 1979 had noticeably warmer 
temperature minimums, while 1967 had a colder tempuature 
minimum. 

The S U M  time series (Fig. 2c) also shows little Iong-Cerm 
trend,exceptforsharpdmpsin 1968and 1979.Theye.w~ 1972. 
1979. and 1982 also had significantly lower salinity minima. 

Temporal Models of Aggregate Data 

In this section we examine spatially aggregated CPUE for S. 
madcrensis (actually we use LNCPUE = In(CPUE + 0.5)) and 
the environment. The approach of this saction closely parallels 
Mendelssohn and Cury (1987) so that we can illuminate the 
diffcnmrs betwccn the dynamics of the dominant, molt coastal 
S. maderensis from the dynamics of the c o m b d  species, 
many of which arc more oceanic. 
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Identification 
Sardinefla maderensis is a more coastal species than some 

of the other pelagic species, and SST averaged over such a wide 
area is not a very accurate reflection of the conditions faced by 
a stock which only is fished near the coast. Seemingly then, 
the coastal station data should better reflect the environmental 
conditions that affect the fish. However, the coastal station data 
were taken near a river estuary and thus also may have not 
reflected the actual temperatures that the fish experienced. For 
these reasons, two different models were examined: one using 
IJCPUE. SALSM and average SST. and one using LNCPUE, 
S U M  and SSTSM. 

We model the dynamics by identifying and estimating a vec- 
tor ARMA model of the form (2). We simultaneously model 
LNCPUE and the environmental variables. This is especdly 
important for our data as SST and salinity tend to be highly 
intercomlatcd. To identify the proper form of the model (AR. 
MA. or ARMA) and the appropriate lags to be included in the 
model. we examined the crossamlation matrices and the gen- 
eralized partialcorrelations (Tiao and Box 1981). The auto- 
cornlation functions of SST and SST5M showed a strong 
rnnual scasonal cycle, while that of SALSM showed a 6-mo 
cycle with perhaps a smaller annual scasonal term. The auto- 
cornlation function of LNCPUE did not suggest a seasonal 
cycle; there were significant peaks around lags of 1.6, and 12 
fortnights. 

The cross-comlation functions between LNCPUE with SST 
or SSTSM s h o d  persistent significant comlations at lags of 
roughly five to 15 fortnights. The partialamlations wen sig- 
nificant a! only a few lags both for LNCPUE with itself and 
with the environmental series. The decaying behavior of the 
crosscomlations coupled with the spikes in the partial-corre- 
Mons suggested that an AR model was appropriate (Tiao and 
Box 1981). 

The lags suggested by the partialcorrelations were then used 
in an exact maximum likelihood routine (Tiao et al. 1980) to 
estimate the AR parameters. Nonsignificant parameters were 
Uun removed from the models. and any additional parameters 
suggested by the residual covariance matrices were added to the 
models. In gemral, the model using SSTSM tended to give both 
a better overall fit to the data as well as better behaved residual 
series. For chis m n ,  we will concentrate on this model only. 
'Ihe estimated parameters to model LNCPUE are (set Table 2 
for the complete model): 

LNcPuE(I)=0.304*LNCPUUI - I) +o. I44*LNCPUE(t- 2) 
+ 0. I9 I 'LNCPUEO - 6) - O.O57*SsT5 M(2f- I )  

+O.O2S*SALSM(r- I )  -0.098*SALSM(f-4) 
+ 0. IWSALSM(f - 5) -0.073*SALSM(f -6). 

-0.078*SSTSM(r-S) -O.MZ*SSITlj(r- 13) 

residual crossamlation matrices s h o d  no lack of fit 
fa this model. and the normalized residuals appcand to satisfy 
most of the Gaussian assumptions of the model. The model 
using SSTSM explained 33% of the variance in LNCPUE. The 
model does a particularly good job at predicting the large peaks 
in LNCPUE. 

Improving the Model Predictions 

There are a priori reasons to believe that the relationships 
between CPUE and the environment BR nonlinear or discon- 
tiruous in nahue. For example. then is most likely a maximum 
temperature beyond which the fish are not found in abundance; 
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FIG. 4. Estimated optimal vansfomations of SSTSM for predicting 
spatially amgated CPUE. 

a further increase in the temperature will not change the number 
of fish. Likewise, there probably is a minimum temperature 
below which the fish are not found; a further dccrcase in tem- 
perature will have no additional effect. Marchal (1967) notes 
that outside the optimum ranges for trmperature or salinity the 
relationships may be very different in form than within the opti- 
mum ranges. 
The models we have estimated so far are all linear. To obtain 

a mort realistic model. we used a technique due to Breiman 
and Friedman (1985) that calculatesoptimal transformations for 
a givm dependent variable and a set of p d i a o r  variables. while 
prcscrving an additive structure to the model. 

It is necessary to reidentify the propcr model (i.e. what var- 
iables and what lags to use as pdictors) for the transformed 
case. as it is possible that if the optimal transformations were 
known a priori, then variables that mn not important predic- 
tors on a linear scale might become imponant predictors on the 
transformed d e .  To this end, predictor variables to be 
included in the final model mrr selected by a stepwise pro- 
cedure. Fit. all lag one variables mn included in the model. 
e n t d  in order of CPUE. SST5M. and S U M .  (Some studies 
have shorn that the order of the variabks affects the transfor- 
mations. We always enter CPUE f i t .  so that my bias is con- 
servative for environmental effects.) Any variable that was 
essentially tnvlsfonned into a constant was removed. 

Then models with lags 1 and 2. iags 1.2.3, a. mre used 
in the tIlllsfomation algorithm. up to a lag of 15 fortnights. If 
the addition of the thrre variables in a new lag did not duxasc 
the residual variance to a significant dtgrtc. then the entire lag 
was IKM included in the model. ?hi stcpwise procedure is 
highly nonoprimal and may well select a set of variables whose 
bansformations do not explain as much Wipnct as some other 
set of variables. Surprisingly, m ended up with a model my 
similar to thc linear model in tums of the variables included in 
the model. H w v e r ,  the form and intaprctation of the model 
d i f f d  substantially from the limar AR model. 
Thc hansformtd model explained 55% of the vpriance of the 

transformed CPUE, a substantial inmasc ovcr our original 
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Ro. 5. Estimated optimal vansformations of SALSM for predicting 
spatially aggregated CF'UE. 

model. The transformations for CPUE at time r a n d  at a lag of 
ollc fortnight arc both very close to the natural log transfor- 
uution selected a priori in our original models (Fig. 3). nK 
atimatcd transformation for SST5M displays behavior consis- 
tart with our a priori reasoning (Fig. 4). 

'hue is an increase in value between 18 and 20°C. a nearly 
amstant value to 24"C, a sharp drop to 27.5"C. and a small rise 
to 2Ipc before dropping again. This suggests that at one period 
previous. conditions ae most favorable betmen 20 and 24°C. 
dFoppig off sharply if the water is either colder or warmer. 
The small rise a n d  28°C may be water that is at the boundary 
of a frontal structure (Bakun 1978). 
Ihe estimated transformation for SST5M two fortnights ear- 
k (Fig. 4) suggests that there is a slight preference for tcm- 
pRturts betmen 27-28"C. but mainly that lempmturrs 
@cater than 28°C arc not desirable. At four fortnights previous. 
mC transformation of SST5M is linear with an asymptote lvound 
26T. while at five fortnights earlier the transformation is nearly 
lintar with a preference for colder waters. 
Thc transformation of S U M  at one fortnight earlier (Fig. 
9 suggests a pnfuencc for salinity at 35%. with a strong 
h of any greater density. Tbe period from six to four 
fatnights prior shows a preference for a density in a nanuw 
bmd ccntcd at 35% at both six and five fortnights di, 
fdlowed by a transition to relatively low densities of salinity. 
Ifthis occucs at the same time that colder water is bciig repl.ced 
by warmer water, then CPUE should be particularly high. 

Faras t ing  
l'he parameters for the linear model using LNCPUE. 

m M .  and S U M  were nxstimated using data only from 
the years 196640. Tbe new parametcrestimates wen closc to 
the d d  ones. with no signifcant difference in the form of the 
gtimatcdmodcl. Thesepenunetaestimates wm then used to 
alculate one-step ahead foncasts of CPUE. i.e., forecasts that 
usumed that at the start of each fortnight the data from the last 
fortnight wen available. This would be equivalent to a d- 
timt forecasting system. 

6n. 1. Fuh. Aqvor Sci.. Vol. 46. 1989 

The forecasts were transformed back to the original scale 
using the unbiased inverse transform (Granger and Newbold 
1977): 

(8) CPUE(r)=EXP(LNCPUE(r)+0.5*(SE** 2 )), 
where SE is the standard error of the foncast on the transformed 
scale. Thefortcasted values for 1981 and 1982 (Fig. 6)describe 
quite well the increase of CPUE during the main upwelling 
season which began in fortnight 13 in 1981 and fortnight 14 in 
1982. The model does not forccast as well during other pats 
of the year. 

Implications of the Analysis 

It is not surprising that our linear model explains only 33% 
of the variance in CPUE of S. derensis and p d i c t s  only 
broad changes in CPUE. This is a multispecies fishery that is 
not targeted on any one species. There docs not appcar to be a 
good way to partition effort between the species. and thus our 
measure of CPUE is highly biased and may only roughly reflect 
availability or abundance of S. mndcrcnsis. A single species 
that is more coastal in its distribution is more likely to have 
different environmental features dominate its dynamics during 
different times of the year. That is, the problem is nonstationary 
while wc have mtrictcd ourselves to 

Nevertheless, our model has a biological intcrpfctation that 
is consistent with previous studies, and the diffcrcnces betwecn 
this model and our previous model for all species combined 
(Mendelssohn and Cury 1987) reflect known differences 
betmcn S. derensis and most of the other species. M a -  
over, the improvement in fit when transformations were cal- 
culated suggests that much of the relationship with the envi- 
nmment is nonlinear and only roughly approximated by a linuu 
model. 

Mendcls& (1990) examines the affects of the optimal 
hansfonnations in the frequency domain, both for the combined 
species model and for the models of S. derensis only. For 
the combined species, LNCPUE, as compand with CPUE, 
shifts the spectral peak from a period of approximately 1 mo to 
a peak ccntcrcd at a period of 5 wk. The estimated transfor- 
mations for SST5M and S U M  also shift the spectral peaks 
to the same frequency band, thus aligning the spectral peaks in 
all thnc series. 
Both aansfonncd SST5M and m s f o n n d  S U M  arc 

strongly coherent with LNCPUE for the combined species It 
this fnquency band, but partial cohmnces (the frequency 
domain equivalent to @al correlations) show that only tnns- 
formed SST5M is important. The cohmnce between LNCPUE 
with transformed S U M  is due to the cohmxcc klween 
m f o r m e d  SST5M and transformed S U M .  

ForS. d r e n s i s o n l y .  Mendclssohn (1990) showsthat while 
the cohmncts between LNCPUE for S. d r e n s i s  with trans- 
formed SSTSM d transformed S U M  arc significant at the 
same frequency bands, the partial coherenccs arc significant at 
diffemt time scales. Transformed SST5M shows significant 
partd coherences at lower frequencies. while transformed 
S U M  has significant partial cohercnas at higher frequencies. 

Our analysis of CPUE for all species combined revealed no 
relationship with salinity (Mendelssohn and Cury 1987). Our 
pescnt models. particularly after the transformations. indicate 
that d i t y  is a crucial variable in predicting the CPUE of S. 
mudcremis. In addition, a coastal measure of SST5M provided 
a bencr fit than a more o f f s h a  measure of SST. This is con- 

models. 
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FIG. 6. One-step ahead forecast of CPUE for 1981-82 when only data through 1980 used to estimate 
thc model. 

sistcnt with the known fact that S. maderensis is a highly coastal 
species that is sensitive to salinity (FA0 1974). CPUE is pre- 
dicted by CPUE lagged one, two, and six fortnights. The lags 
of one and two fortnights suggest that CPUE for S. maderensis 
is pusistent. The lag at six fortnights may reflect environmental 
conditions occuring at that lag. Picaut (1983) shows that SST 
in the area has a spectral peak around a frequency of 45 d. The 
environment side of our model also suggcsts important behav- 
ior at this lag. 

The lags of SSTSM and SALSM in the model, while open 
to interpretation. arc not as immediately obvious. The model 
says that higher levels of CPUE will be found when starting six 
fortnights earlier, the waters make a transition from cooler. 
high-salinity waters to warmer, low salinity waters. This inter- 
-on is strengthened by the estimated transformations. 
W h i  show quite sharply the transitions from one typc of water 
to Mother around four fortnights previous if CPUE is to be 
high. Why should a transition in the waters so much before the 
period of fishing affect CPUE so much? One possible answer 
is chu at the beginning of the rainy Season sudden and strong 
s(m occur which decrease the salinity of the water. Upwell- 
ing usually starts about four fortnights later. The riwr outflows 
during this period bring terrigenous materials to the sea. and 
through a series of links, this improves the zooplankton pro- 
ductivity in the am (Binet 1976, 1983). the food of that species 
(Dia 1972). We emphasize that while this explanation has ewnts 
d n g  in the propcr sequence, so might other explanations. 
Our model does not validate this explanation. 

While a number of assumptions haw been made. it appears 
chrt the enrichment in the food. which is triggered by environ- 
mcntJ changes, plays an important role in the obscrvcd fluc- 
lurtions in CPUE for S. maderensis. While the fish may be 
rcnriCivc to salinity Imls, salinity and tcmpaaturc variables 
appearto reflect mocc a dynamic pruccss that cnatcs the pmpcr 
oondirions for the fish. rothcr than absolute measures of the 
conditions that ue favorable to the fsh. That the dynamics of 
thc dominant species, S. madcrensis. differs to a great extent 
fmn thc dynamics of the combined species suggcsts that it may 
be prrferable to aggregate fortcasts of individual specie rather 
thn to forrcast the a m g a t e  behavior. 

Splrce-Time Models 

'Ihc general pattern of the seasonal migration for S. rucrira 
off the Ivory Coast and Ghana has been described in ORSTOM 
FRU (1976). and Binet (1983) has analysed the similarities 
bctwcm the migratory pattern of S. aurifa and the spatial 
dynamics of moplankton in the same area. For S. madcmcsis. 
Muchl (1%7) briefly speculates on possible migratory pat- 
tans bctween the arcas. but otherwise not much is known of 
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the migratory behavior of S. maderensis. Since environmental 
factors play an important role in the migrations of S. aurifa we 
expect that the same may be true for the migrations of S. mad- 
erensis off the Ivory Coast. In this section we analyze the fluc- 
tuations in the CPUE and environmental time series across areas 
to clarify the patterns of migration and their possible linkages 
with climatic factors. 

The spatially disaggregated CPUE series (Fig. 7) were mod- 
eled with ~IU specific SST as the environmental series (Fig. 
8). making a simultaneous model with eight series in total. The 
results of the previous section suggest that a m01c coastal meas- 
ure of temperature would be preferable, as well as an am spe- 
cific measure of the salinity of the water. However. these series 
were only available from the one coastal station. 

For an initial analysis of the data we used a subset auto- 
regression procedure due to Akaike et al. (1979) with a maxi- 
mum allowable lag of 12 fortnights to construct a simultaneous 
model of the eight series. (Hereafter. SST4 will denote SST in 
area 4. CPUE4 will denote CPUE in area 4 etc.) The results of 
the subset nutotegression (Table 3) were mixed. While the 
p m e t e n  for the model did seem to indicate a migratory pat- 
tern (discussed below) the fit to the data is quite low with an r- 
squared no better lhan . I5  in any of the arcas. 

Due to the lack of fit in the space-time model, optimal trans- 
formations w ~ t  calculated to p d i c t  the CPUE in each area 
using the same stepwise selection process as in the pnvious 
section. The Vviables were always entered lower ordcr lags 
before higher order lags and CPUE series befom SST series. 
The tmnsfomutions greatly i d  the predictability of 

the transformed CPUEs, with r-squared values of .47. .50..58. 
and .53forutas4,5.6.and7,rrspcaively. Foreachium. lags 
of one. two. and four fortnights were found to be important in 
predicting CPUE for that area. The migratory pottcm suggested 
by the transformed series qualitatively was the as sug- 
gested by the linear AR model. We will discuss the suggested 
migrptory pottan and then examine the transfomrations in arcas 
4 and 7 mom closely. 

Migration 
The t r a n s f o d  variables suggest that migration hewn 

arcas is associated with higher or lower l m l s  of CPUE in given 
BMS during thc pncoding periods as well as the dative tem- 
perature of the water in each area and its movement between 
BMS during thc prexdmg timc periods. 
The overall pattern suggested by the transformed model 

(Figs. 9 and IO) is that anas 6 and 7 vary together, area 4 varies 
separately from the other utas. and a m  5 is a m i t i o n  zone. 
A major fishing a m  is located in a m  7 but oftcn overlaps into 
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FIG. 7. Filled-in raia of CPUE for S. madcrenris by ma. Solid lines IR the data series while dashed 
lines IR estimated local ecnd lines. 

6. ?his probably explains why these two arcas vary 

In more detail. fnrm the figures an cast-wcst migation 
d m l y  rppears in CPUE as shown in the one and two fortnight 
hgr betwctn areas 4 and 7. A ~cytrse movement in CPUE is 
rhorvn in the lags of one and four fortnights with area 4, indi- 

cussed below) appear to associate favorable conditions with 

advection due to the Guinea Current while thc cast-to-west 
movement, reflects changes in upwelling (Bakum 1978; Picaut 
1983). 

-. h t a l  stlucturr. The ~ ~ ~ t - t ( K a s 1  m o m n t  probably ~ f l ~ t s  

c&d by thc crshvard pointing m s  in the figure. 
A vay similar pattern is sen for transformed SST pig. IO). 

An ast-wrst migration, particularly from area 4 to arras 6 and 
7 is seen. and at the same lags as with CPUE. A similar return 
-on is also sen. though the relationship with area 6 is 
not86 C l e m  8s with CPUE. 
Tbc tmsfonned SST suggests that CPUE4 is usually higher 

m a  6 and area 7 have environmental conditions that arc 
aaochd with lower values of CPUE6 and CPUE7. Combin- 

pnan may be due to the fuh moving to the arcas with the most 
frmrrble tnvironmcntal conditions. The bansformed SST (dis- 

ing these obsmations, we suggest that the proposed migratory 

Optimal Tmfomat ions  
The main f&ing areas arc located in areas 4 and 7. Therefore 

we will only examine in detail the transformations for these fwo 
areas. The a t i d  transformation for CPUE7 (not shown) is 
vcry close to the log transformation that we have used through- 
out this papu for a priori reasons. The transformation of CPUE7 
at time r -  1 (not shown), however. suggests two regimes: a 
value of CPUE7 of 5 t per 24 h search or less and a value of 
CPUE7 of 10 t per 24 h search and grcatcr. Generally, when 
CPUE7 has been high it tends to persist for two fortnights or 
longer at the high level. CPUE7 is genaally higher when 
CPUE4 and CPUM were higher the previous formight. ?he 
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bansfonnations of CPUE i higher lags are similar in fm. 
bough they may be the inverse function. 

The transformation of S S n  (Fig. I I )  suggests ttuu regimes: 
when the tempemwe is less than 24°C. when the tcmpuaturc 
is bctmcn 24 and 28°C. and when the temperame is greater 
thrn 2lW. These values comspond with the isotherms used by 
Baku (1978) to defme the different oceanographic regimes in 
the ma. G c d l y .  cPUE7 is higher when SST7 two fortnights 
.go is kss  than 24°C. while SSl7 one fortnight ago is greater 
than 25T. prcferably greater than 28°C. This suggests chat the 
best fishing will occur in this area when there has been a tran- 
sition in the water probably due to the passing through of a 
fmnral strum.  

A similar but not identical change in SsT4 (Fig. 12) also 
kads to higher levels of CPUE7. though higher levels of cPUE4 
occtv when SSl7 undergoes a change that causes lower levels 

night previous define to a large degree when thae will be high 
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Of CPUETI. The t r a n s f o d  values of SST4 md SST7 OW fort- 

levels of CPUE7 (grrater than IO t per 24 h M h ) .  If we plot 
SST4 OM fortnight previous vusus S S l 7  one fortnight pr- 

points with high CPUE7 show abaut the SUM distribution as 
the rrst of the points. H m m .  the sune plot for the trans- 
fonncd Variables (Pg. 13) shows that the points with a high 
CPUE7 UT clustered in OM rrgion. to a large d e p  separated 
from the m t  of the data. 

The estimated transformations for ana 4 (Figs. 14 and IS) 
have a similar interpretation. The transformation of the depend- 
ent variable CPUE4 (not shown) is also vay close to a log 
transformation. Higher levels of CPLJE4 will OCCUT when SsT4 
makes a transition from colder waters two fortnights previous 
to wanner waters one fortnight prcvious (Fig. 14). At the same 
time SsTl should make a transition from warmer (but not too 
warm) to colder waters (Fig. 15). 

vious and mark the points with high CPUE7 (noc shown) the 
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TABLE 3. Model estimated bv subset autorrerrssion ~roced~rr  due to Akaike for sDace-time model. 
1 

LNCPUE4 LNCPUES L N C P W  LNCPUU SST4 SST5 SST6 SST7 

I LNCPUE4 
LNCPUES 
LNCPUE6 
LNCPUE7 

2 LNCPUW 
LNCPUES 
LNCPUM 
LNCPUE7 

3 LNCPUE4 
LNCPUES 
LNCPUM 
LNCPUU 

4 LNCPUE4 
LNCPUES 
LNCPUE6 
LNCPUE7 

Initial variance 
Residual variance 

. I  I5 
-.MI 

,006 
.017 
,089 

- ,087 
- ,007 

.003 

.099 

.011 
,016 
.023 

1.m 
1.051 

,109 
.023 
,020 

.212 

.M5 

.039 

.E66 

.752 

,212 
. a 2  
,132 
,123 
,140 
.070 

,103 
.02 I 

1.106 
.E81 

,137 
.015 - ,182 
,021 - .I51 ,061 
.226 .I28 -0.13 
.I57 

.I35 
,029 
.025 - .I23 

.086 

.017 

1 . 1 1 1  
.six 

8 7 6 5 4 3 2.W 8 7 6 5 4 3 2.W 

I 

Ro. 9. sc&mmK: . repmenution of migrptim pat- in CPUE sug- 
paed by the transformed model. The plus or mitus signs indicae the 

r d a o r h o w n .  

dLection of che inn- (higher or lowx CPUE). the .IIoIyI show 
which UCLI affect other areas, md Ihe time lags of the rcluionrhips 

Plots of transfOrmCd ssT4 and ssT7 through timc (not 
&own) show that the ideal conditions in am 7 for high CPW 
m l y  occur at the same time as the ideal conditions inam4. 
nus tends to be higher either when Coadibions are 
f.vonble in am 4 but not too favorable in area 7 or whcn 
rmditions are not unfavorable in area 4 but conditions in am 
7 arc vay unfavorable. Unlike in a m  7. SST4 and SST7 one 
fahlight prwiws are not sufficient to identify periods with 
high cwE4. This suggests that the process in am 4 is morc 
Complicated. involving both what the fish arc doing and morc 
canplicatcd behavior in the ocean. 

h i o n  and Conclusions 

While then must be caution in making intcrprrtations of our 
analysis for rcasons mentioned previously. the gen- 

ad pattun that emerges is that of a west-toast migration fol- 
lowed by an east-to-west migration. 'Ihe fh appear to migrate 
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I Abidian 

FIG. 10. Schematic representation of the propagation in SST suggested 
by the bansfonned model. The figm is intuprrtcd as in Fig. 9. 

mainly between areas 7 and 4. pews avoiding the fishcry in 
the central area by going too deep for the g a r .  Environmental 
procews, measured here by the dynamics in SST, appear to 
influence thesc migrations. Zooplankton arc one of the major 
food sources for S. maderensis. and comparing this poposed 
migratory pattern with the dynamics of zooplankton in the same 
region provides a plausible rationale for the migration. M n g  
the main cold season there is a general enrichment of zooplank- 
ton with an castem movement associated with the Guinea Cur- 
rent. l k  zooplankton then make a return migration to the west 
(am 7) .round August. associated with an undcrcumnt (Binet 
1976). During the warm season. the western part of the Ivoirian 
Gulf (area 7) is the area most favorable for zooplankton enrich- 
mcnt and fishing also usually is favorable during this period. 
Area 5 generally is the area poorest in zooplankton (Binet 1976) 

F-n in the area have observed a lack of fish in the 
central areas and an apparent rapid migration of fish from one 
am to another. It is difficult to compare two different biolog- 
ical processes. especially when the evidence is circumstantial, 
but thue appears to be enough evidence to develop some tcn- 

and also generally has the lowest levels in CPUE. 
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FIG. 13. Tmnsformcd S S l 7  versus transformed SST4. Diamonds mark 
lime periods when CPUE in .M 7 was high. 

Eaivr hypotheses and to point to the underlying environmental 
pocesses and fish behaviour that would have to be studied fur- 
r&r to validate these hypotheses. The short (fortnight) time 
d e s  in which wc find movement in the CPUE as well as the 
changes in the environment that lead to high kwls of CPUE 

all seem to support the idea that the fish arc migrating between 
anas when they can take advantage of sudden increases in 
zooplankton biomass caused by favorable environmental con- 
ditions (sce Binet 1976). Further simultaneous studies of both 
zooplankton and S. maderensis in the same BIUL would help to 
clarify some of these issues. 

Our analysis has presented evidence that the dynamics of S. 
madercnsis, both in space and time. appcar to be influenad to 
a considerable degree by the environment. The sp- 
analysis suggests that the environment may be an indirea influ- 
ence: favorable environmental conditions may be causing an 
increase in both the total biomass of the zooplankton as well as 
in the dew of aggregation of the zooplankton, as suggestad 
by Binet (1976. 1983). and the fish move and take advantage 
of the incrcascd biomass. 
We have also shown that h e  relationships behween CPIJE 

and the environment most likely arc highly nonlinear. If we arc 
to better understand the dynamics, we must be cprcful to work 
on the appropriate functional scales. Simple l i  methods will 
oftcn obscure relationships that exist both in the data and in the 
real M d .  And finally, M have shown that the dynamics of 
an individual species, in this instancC S. m4derenri.r. can differ 
from the dynamics of the combined species of a fishery of which 
it is a pan. both in tcrms of the behavior of the fish and in terms 
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of the oceanographic processes that influence the fish. Man- 
agement based on the combined species dynamics could lead 
to unforsetn changes in the dominant species. An open, but 
imporcant question. is whether management plans or forecasts 
based on an aggregate of models for individual species would 
outperform models of the aggregate dynamics. 
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